CSbyUs Curricula

To help communities meet the challenges of remote learning due to COVID-19, CSbyUs has revised some of its curricula. Below is a list of our curricula and whether it can be taught in a remote learning environment. The list also indicates which curricula require students to use computers to complete the lessons. Curricula can be taught in any order. All resources necessary for a curriculum can be found at the end of the curriculum in a “Resources” section.

**In-person, tech optional:** designed for in-person learning; technology not required except for supplemental lesson plans that require use of computers
- Algorithms are Everywhere!
- We Can Make Apps Too!
- Decisions Using Data!

**In-person or remote, no tech:** in-person or remote learning; technology not required
- Secure Connections!

**In person or remote, tech required:** in-person or remote learning; use of computers required
- We Can Make Games Too!

**Remote, tech required:** remote learning; use of computers required
- Decisions Using Data! [Remote Version]